
PRICING



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

Williamsburg

Cambridge Alexandria

Springfield

1

DOOR STYLES

Lexington

Lancaster



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

WALL CABINETS
ALL CABINE

Cabinet Sizes

W0930

W1230

W1530

W1830

W2130

W2430

W2730

12" and  24" Deep
Espresso Shaker

 Lexington
White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

W1515

W1815

W2115

W2415

W2424

W3012

W3015

W3018

W3024

W3315

W3318

W3324

W3612

W3615

W3618

W3624

W301224

W301824

W302424

W331824

W332424

W361224

W361824

W362424

W242424

2

N/A  $190   $209   $209   N/A  N/A 

N/A  $209   $229   $229   N/A  N/A 

N/A  $236   $259   $260   N/A  N/A 

N/A  $259   $285   $285   N/A  N/A 

$300   $307   $337   $337   $367   $386  

$218   $223   $245   $245   $267   $281  

$262   $267   $295   $295   $320   N/A 

$266   $270   $297   $297   $324   $340  

$335   $343   $376   $376   $411   $432  

$264   $270   $297   $297   $323   N/A 

$295   $300   $331   $331   $361   N/A 

$365   $373   $411   $411   $447   N/A 

$250   $256   $281   $281   $307   $321  

$326   $332   $365   $365   $371   N/A 

$300   $307   $337   $337   $367   $386  

$379   $387   $425   $425   $465   $487  

$239   $243   $267   $267   $291   $307  

$286   $292   $321   $321   $351   $368  

$367   $375   $413   $413   $449   $471  

$310   $316   $348   $348   $379   N/A 

$404   $413   $455   $455   $494   N/A 

$302   $307   $338   $338   $368   $387  

$326   $334   $367   $367   $398   $419  

$421   $428   $471   $471   $514   $539  

$329   $336   N/A  $370   $400   N/A 

$188   $191   $210   $210   $229   $240  

$215   $218   $240   $240   $262   $275  

$240   $247   $270   $270   $294   $310  

$267   $273   $300   $300   $327   $343  

$294   $300   $330   $330   $360   $378  

$343   $349   $384   $384   $419   $439  

$371   $379   $417   $417   $454   $476  



WALL CABINETS

b t

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

W0936

W1236

W1536

W1836

W2136

W2436

W2736

W3036

W3336

W3636

W3936

W4236

W0942

W1242

W1542

W1842

W2142

W2442

W2742

W3042

W3342

W3642

W3942

W4242

W3030

W3330

W3630

W3930

W4230

3

$384   $392   $432   $432   $471   $493  

$413   $421   $462   $462   $504   $528  

$439   $447   $493   $493   $536   $563  

$463   $471   $519   $519   $566   $594  

$506   $515   $568   $568   $618   $650  

 $220   $224   $247   $247   $269   $281  

 $250   $255   $280   $280   $305   $321  

 $280   $285   $313   $313   $341   $359  

 $310   $316   $348   $348   $378   $397  

 $340   $346   $381   $381   $414   $435  

 $397   $405   $446   $446   $485   $509  

 $435   $444   $488   $488   $531   $558  

 $457   $466   $514   $514   $560   $586  

 $487   $496   $545   $545   $594   $624  

 $519   $526   $580   $580   $631   $662  

 $545   $556   $612   $612   $667   $700  

 $569   $580   $639   $639   $696   $730  

 $255   $259   $286   $286   $311   $327  

 $288   $294   $322   $322   $353   $370  

 $321   $327   $360   $360   $392   $411  

 $354   $360   $397   $397   $433   $454  

 $387   $395   $435   $435   $473   $496  

 $457  $466  $514  $514  $560  $586 

 $504   $515   $566   $566   $617   $648  

 $536   $547   $601   $601   $654   $688  

 $568   $579   $637   $637   $694   $729  

 $601   $612   $673   $673   $734   $770  

 $621   $634   $697   $697   $759   $797  

 $647   $659   $726   $726   $790   $830  

Effective as of  08/01/20. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

WALL BLIND    CORNER CABINETS

BLIND WALL CABINET

ADJACENT
BASE

CABINET

FILLER
(NOT INCLUDED)

* BIFOLD DOORS

MIN. PULL 1
MAX. PULL 4”
MIN. FILLER 1
MAX. FILLER 4”

1/2”

1/2”

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

WBC2430 

WBC3030 

WBC3630 

CDW2415

CDW2430 

WC2430 

WBC2436 

WBC3036 

WBC3636 

WBC2442 

WBC3042 

WBC3642 

CDW2442

WC2436

WC2442 

CDW2436
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 $386   $394   $433   $433   $471   $495  

 $411   $419   $462   $462   $503   $528  

 $439   $447   $493   $493   $536   $563  

 $398   $406   $446   $446   $487   $511  

 $428   $436   $481   $481   $523   $549  

 $457   $466   $514   $514   $560   $586  

 $432   $439   $484   $484   $526   $553 

 $452   $462   $507   $507   $553   $582 

 $482   $492   $541   $541   $590   $618 

 N/A  $416   $457   $457   N/A  N/A 

 $482   $492   $541   $541   $588   $618  

 $503   $514   $564   $564   $615   $647  

 $528   $539   $593   $593   $645   $677  

WALL DIAGONAL CORNER CABINETS

WALL SQUARE CORNER CABINETS - 90 WALL CORNER

 WC2415  N/A  $381   $419   $419   N/A  N/A 

 $386   $394   $433   $433   $471   $495  

 $427   $435   $479   $479   $522   $547  

 $465   $474   $522   $522   $568   $596  



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

- OPENING SIZE=27” WITH X 15” TALL

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

AW1230

AW1236

AW1242 

WR1830 

WR1836 

WMW3018 
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 $216   $216   $216   $216   $216   $216  

 $234   $239   $262   $262   $285   $299  

 $264   $269   $296   $296   $322   $338  

 $297   $304   $334   $334   $364   $381  

 $297   $297   $297   $297   $297   $297  

 $338   $338   $338   $338   $338   $338  

WALL MICROWAVE CABINETS

ANGLE WALL CABINETS

WALL WINE RACK CABINETS

W2DC1548

W2DC1554

W2DC1560

 N/A  $618   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $669   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $713   N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

WALL 2 DRAWER CABINETS (BATHROOM)



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

GLASS DOORS (CLEAR GLASS)
INCLUDES MULLION

WB
LX

NO MULLION

CB
LC

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

WES1230

WGD1515

WGD1815

WGD2115

WGD2415

WGD3015

WGD3615

WGD1230

WGD1830

WGD2430

WGD2730

WGD3030

WGD3630

WGD1236

WGD1836

WGD2436

WGD2736

WGD3036

WGD3636

WGD1242

WGD1842

WGD2442

WGD2742

WGD3042

WGD3642

CWGD2415

CWGD2430

CWGD2436

CWGD2442

CDWGD2415

WES1236

WES1242

WWC630

WWC636

WWC642
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 $157   $157   $157   $157   $157   $157  

 $179   $179   $179   $179   $179   $179  

 $261   $261   $261   $261   $261   $261  

 $161   $161   $161   $161   $161   N/A 

 $185   $185   $185   $185   $185   N/A 

 $209   $209   $209   $209   $209   N/A 

 N/A  $135   $135   $135   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $144   $144   $144   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $155   $155   $155   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $174   $174   $174   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $186   $186   $186   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $199   $199   $199   N/A  N/A 

 $134   $134   $134   $134   $134   $134  

 $188   $188   $188   $188   $188   $188  

 $294   $294   $294   $294   $294   $294  

 $331   $331   $331   $331   $331   $331  

 $367   $367   $367   $367   $367   $367  

 $465   $465   $465   $465   $465   $465  

 $177   $177   $177   $177   $177   $177  

 $204   $204   $204   $204   $204   $204  

 $384   $384   $384   $384   $384   $384  

 $396   $396   $396   $396   $396   $396  

 $408   $408   $408   $408   $408   $408  

 $507   $507   $507   $507   $507   $507  

 $199   $199   $199   $199   $199   $199  

 $253   $253   $253   $253   $253   $253  

 $476   $476   $476   $476   $476   $476  

 $485   $485   $485   $485   $485   $485  

 $495   $495   $495   $495   $495   $495  

 $563   $563   $563   $563   $563   $563  

 N/A  $141   $141   $141   N/A  N/A 

 $198   $198   $198   $198   $198   $198  

 $229   $229   $229   $229   $229   $229  

 $262   $262   $262   $262   $262   $262

 N/A  $135  $135  N/A  N/A  N/A

   

AL
SP

WALL OPEN SPECIALTY CABINETS



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

DRAWER BASE CABINETS

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

B09 (No drawer)

B12

B15

B18

B21

B24

B27

B30

B33

B36

B39

B42

DB12

DB15

DB18

DB21

DB24

DB30-3

DB30-2

DB36

BTC18 (Trash Can)

B09 (No drawer) B12-B21 B24-B30 B33-B42 BTC18 (Trash Can)

7

DB30-2

 $485   $495   $544   $544   $588   $617  

 $534   $544   $599   $599   $647   $678  

 $582   $593   $653   $653   $703   $740  

 $629   $642   $707   $707   $762   $800  

 $688   $702   $771   $771   $832   $874  

 $800   $816   $898   $898   $967   $1,016  

 $737   $751   $827   $827   $900   N/A 

 $901   $918   $1,010   $1,010   $1,089   $1,145  

BASE CABINETS

BSR06 (Spice Rack)

BSR09 (Spice Rack)

 $270   $275   $302   $302   $326   $343  

 $345   $351   $387   $387   $417   $438  

 $379   $387   $425   $425   $458   $482  

 $408   $416   $458   $458   $495   $519  

 $443   $452   $496   $496   $536   $563  

 $493   $504   $553   $553   $598   $628  

 $520   $531   $585   $585   $631   $662  

 $591   $604   $664   $664   $716   $751  

 $662   $677   $743   $743   $801   $843  

 $694   $708   $779   $779   $841   $882  

 $722   $737   $811   $811   $874   $918  

 $757   $773   $850   $850   $917   $963  

 $681   $691   $760   $760   $790   $822  

 N/A  $512   $564   $564   N/A  N/A 

 N/A  $585   $643   $643   N/A  N/A 

BSR06-09 (Spice Rack)



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

SINK BASE CABINETS

LAZY SUSAN

BLIND BASE CABINETS

- WOODEN LAZY SUZAN HAS NO CENTER POST

BLIND BASE CABINET

ADJACENT
BASE

CABINET

FILLER
(NOT INCLUDED)

MIN. PULL 2
MAX. PULL 6”
MIN. FILLER 2
MAX. FILLER 6”

1/2”

1/2”

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

SB27

SB30

SB33

SB36

CSB36 (Corner)

FSB30 (Farm)

FSB36 (Farm)

BBC36 (Blind)

BBC42 (Blind)

FSB30-FSB36 (Door height is 19”) 
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 $555   $566   $623   $623   $672   $705  

 $591   $602   $662   $662   $715   $751  

SB24  $412   $424   $466   $466   N/A  N/A 

 $428   $438   $481   $481   $519   $545  

 $443   $452   $498   $498   $536   $563  

 $473   $482   $531   $531   $572   $601  

 $498   $507   $558   $558   $602   $632  

 $561   $574   $631   $631   $680   $715  

 $573   $585   $644   $644   $701   N/A 

 $640   $653   $718   $718   $782   N/A 

LS33 (Lazy Suzan)

LS36 (Lazy Suzan))

 N/A  $847   $932   $932   N/A  N/A 

 $855   $871   $960   $960   $1,034   $1,086  



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

BES12 (open shelf)

VANITY CABINETS

 ANGLE BASE CABINETS

CVSB30R CVSB30L 

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

-OPENING IS 27” WIDE X 15” TALL

B30MW

AB24 (Angle)

VSB24

VSB30

VSB36

CVSB30R 

CVSB30L 

CVSB36R

CVSB36L

VDB12

VDB15

VDD3021* 

(Combo Vanity Sink Base) (Combo Vanity Sink Base)

*Vanity Desk Drawer trimmable to 24

9

 $354   $362   $397   $397   $428   $451  

 $293   $293   $293   $293   $293   $293  

 $384   $392   $432   $432   $465   $488  

 $444   $452   $498   $498   $537   $564  

 $481   $490   $539   $539   $580   $610  

 $526   $537   $591   $591   $639   $670  

 $653   $667   $734   $734   $790   $830  

 $653   $667   $734   $734   $790   $830  

 $727   $741   $817   $817   $888   N/A 

 $727   $741   $817   $817   $888   N/A 

 $624   $637   $700   $700   $756   $794  

 $673   $688   $756   $756   $816   $857  

 $326   $332   $365   $365   $394   $414  

BASE OPEN & SPECIALTY CABINETS

BASE MICROWAVE CABINETS



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 
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OVEN CABINETS

- CAN BE MODIFIED TO DOUBLE OVEN AT JOB SITE

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

UC1884

UC2484

UC1890 

UC2490 

UC1896

UC2496 

OC3384

OC3390 

OC3396

BF3

BF6

WF342

WF642

TF396 (Tall Filler)

TF696

TK8

 Cream Raised 
Lancaster

 $1,129   $1,151   $1,266   $1,266   $1,366   $1,390  

 $1,306   $1,331   $1,464   $1,464   $1,579   $1,606  

 $1,186   $1,209   $1,331   $1,331   $1,435   $1,459  

 $1,356   $1,383   $1,522   $1,522   $1,642   $1,669  

 $1,247   $1,271   $1,399   $1,399   $1,508   $1,533  

 $1,424   $1,453   $1,598   $1,598   $1,723   $1,752  

 $1,598   $1,630   $1,793   $1,793   $1,935   $1,967  

 $1,666   $1,699   $1,869   $1,869   $2,016   $2,050  

 $1,733   $1,767   $1,944   $1,944   $2,098   $2,133  

 $43   $43   $43   $43   $43   $43  

 $92   $92   $92   $92   $92   $92  

 $55   $55   $55   $55   $55   $55  

 $115   $115   $115   $115   $115   $115  

 $112   $112   $112   $112   $112   $112  

 $212   $212   $212   $212   $212   N/A 

 $62   $62   $62   $62   $62   $62  

TALL PANTRY CABINETS

FILLERS & TOE KICKS
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VALANCE

MOLDINGS

PANELS

CM96-A CM96-B LR8 SM8 OCM8 ICM8 Shoe Molding Base Molding

D WR3 

VA L 48- B

VA L 48- A

48”

6” 3/4”

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

 Cream Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

DWR3

REP396 

3/4REP96 

REP39630 

  

VAL48-A (Valance)

LR8 (Light rail molding)

SM8 (Scribe Molding)

OCM8 (Outside Corner Molding)

ICM8 (Inside Corner Molding)

BM8 (Batten Molding)

Shoe Molding

Base Molding

CM96-A (Crown Molding)

CM96-B (Crown Molding)

CM96-C (Crown Molding)

VAL48-B

(DW panel)

(Ref. Panel)

(Ref. Panel)(Plain back panel)(Decorative back panel)

BM8CM96-C

 $125   $125   $125   $125   $125   $125  

 $312   $312   $312   $312   $312   $312  

 $264   $264   $264   $264   $264   $264  

 $356   $356   $356   $356   $356   $356  

  

 $174   $174   $174   $174   $174   $174  

 $184   $184   $184   $184   $184   $184  

 $132   $132   $132   $132   $132   $132  

 $30   $30   $30   $30   $30   $30  

 $39   $39   $39   $39   $39   $39  

 $50   $50   $50   $50   $50   $50  

 $51   $51   $51   $51   $51   N/A 

 $27   $27   $27   $27   $27   $27  

 $218   $218   $218   $218   $218   $218  

 $125   $125   $125   $125   $125   $125  

 $217   $217   $217   $217   $217   $217  

 N/A  $174   $174   N/A  N/A  N/A 

Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 11



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 12

ROLL OUT TRAYS

DECORATIVE DOORS

Espresso Shaker
 Lexington

White Shaker 
Williamsburg

White Recessed 
Alexandria

Gray Recessed 
Springfield

White Raised 
Lancaster

Espresso Raised 
Cambridge

Cabinet Sizes

CORBEL-A

CORBEL-B                                     

LEG-A

LEG-B

ROT18 

ROT24 

ROT30

ROT36 

SAMPLE DOOR
Sample Door(15X24)

BDD24 (Base)

WDD1230 (Wall)

WDD1236 (Wall)

WDD1242 (Wall)

 $206   $206   $206   $206   $206   $206  

 $270   $270   $270   $270   $270   $270  

 $250   $250   $250   $250   $250   $250  

 $237   $237   $237   $237   $237   $237  

 $184   $184   $184   $184   $184   $184  

 $207   $207   $207   $207   $207   $207  

 $230   $230   $230   $230   $230   $230  

 $253   $253   $253   $253   $253   $253  

 $85   $87   $95   $95   $93   $98  

 $100   $101   $112   $112   $109   $114  

 $122   $123   $136   $136   $133   $139  

 $179   $182   $201   $201   $196   $206  

 $208   $208   $208   $208   $208   $208  

 $336   $336   $336   $336   $336   $336  

 $88   $88   $88   $88   $88   $88  

CORBELS & LEGS

BP4896 (Plain back panel)

DBP4896 (Decorative back panel)



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

Alexandria

Springfield

W3318
W331824
W3324
W332424

W1515

W1815

W2115

W2415

W3015

W3315

W3615

WGD1515

WGD1815

WGD2115

WGD2415

WGD3015

WGD3615

DB30-2

FSB30 (Farm Sink Base)

FSB36 (Farm Sink Base)

CDWG2415

CDW2415

Modified

CDW1815

15

SB24

WGD2742

13

WWC630
WWC636
WWC642

WINE WALL CABINETS

W242424



Effective as of 10/1/2021. Subject to change without notice.
Actual cabinets may vary from line drawings. Please see spec sheets for details. 

Alexandria

Springfield

CVS36R

CVS36L

TF696

BM8 (Batten Molding)

CM96-C (Crown Molding)

Modified

(15x24)

W2DC1548

W2DC1848

W2DC1554

W2DC1854

W2DC1560

W2DC1860

WALL 2 DRAWER (BATH)

BSR06

BSR09

BASE SPICE RACK 
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703-347-6858
sales@ecowoodcabinetry.com
ecowood cabinetry
7801-B Loisdale Road 
Springfield, Virginia 22150


